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Summary: Some theorists believe that we live in an information universe. 
This presentation explores the possibility that we can directly experience 
this universe in dreams which bypass the physical senses, and will also 
describe how mathematical dreaming can illuminate the dreamer's 
understanding of dreaming, consciousness and the nature of reality. 
      

The validation of dream-psi (1-3) with respect to dreams seems the equivalent of the 

Michelson-Morley experiment in physics, with the exception that few have realized the 

profound implications. The existence of dream-psi has made strictly subjective, 

solipsistic, theories of dreaming outdated and untenable. We need to change in how we 

think about dreams, and to understand that dreaming involves a kind of perception. (4) 

But once one accepts this as a premise, given the fact that dreaming does not usually 

make use of any of the physical senses, two interesting questions spring to mind:  

    

1. "HOW do we perceive in dreams?" and,  

2. "Just exactly WHAT do we perceive in dreams?" 

From at least the time of the ancient Greeks, some of the most intelligent people who 

have ever lived believed that the universe that we see simply seems only an imperfect 

manifestation of the Real Universe, an elegant and beautiful mathematical universe of 

shapes, patterns, and numbers, described and comprehended by means of the symbols, 

equations, and the language of mathematics.   
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"Number rules the Universe." 

"Geometry is knowledge of the eternally existent." Pythagoras 

"Philosophy is written in this grand book - the universe - which stands 

continuously open to our gaze. But the book cannot be understood unless one 

first learns to comprehend the language and interpret the characters in which it 

is written. It is written in the language of mathematics, and its characters are 

triangles, circles, and other geometrical figures, without which it is humanly 

impossible to understand a single word of it; without these one is wandering 

about in a dark labyrinth." - Galileo Galilei, 1623 

"One can not escape the feeling that these mathematical formulas have an 

independent existence and an intelligence of their own, that they are wiser than 

we are, wiser even than their discoverers, that we get more out of them than was 

originally put into them?" Heinrich Hertz, German physicist, who proved that 

electricity can be transmitted in electromagnetic waves, and travel at the speed of 

light and which possess many other properties of light.  (5) 

" . . . the Platonistic view is the only one tenable. Thereby I mean the view that 

mathematics describes a non-sensual reality, which exists independently both of 

the acts and the dispositions of the human mind and is only perceived, and 

probably perceived very incompletely, by the human mind." and "Mathematical 

objects and facts (or at least something in them) exist objectively and 

independently of our mental acts and decisions."  Kurt Gödel, the most 

influential mathematical logician of the 20th century, who revolutionized 

mathematical theory with the discovery the Incompleteness Theorem. (6)  

"You conceive of my mathematical reality as a part of the external physical 
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world. . . . For me it's just the opposite: external physical reality is a part of 

archaic mathematical reality. . . . To me, our ability to comprehend the external 

physical world implies that there exists an archaic mathematical reality, a reality 

that exists on the same footing as external physical reality. . . . From my point of 

view, it would be nearer the truth to say that it's the physical universe that's 

inside archaic mathematical reality." Alain Connes, Winner of the 1982 Fields 

Medal. (7)  

In A Mathematician's Apology (8) the celebrated English mathematician G. H. Hardy 

summed up the feelings of many mathematicians when he wrote: 

"I believe that mathematical reality lies outside us, that our function is to 

discover or observe it, and that the theorems which we prove, and which we 

describe grandiloquently as our "creations," are simply the notes of our 

observations." 

The fact that scientists consistently find that even the most esoteric discoveries in 

mathematics often describe phenomena in the physical world - with no a priori reason 

that they should do so - supports the theory that mathematical reality underlies and 

interpenetrates physical reality in some way not easy to explain. (9, see also Appendix 1, 

"The Unreasonable Effectiveness of Mathematics")  Also, mathematical language as 

such has many advantages in describing the world as compared to natural languages. 

Natural languages do a good job in respect to practical communications, but their 

idiosyncratic and often false to facts structure severely limits their usefulness in 

adequately describing or understanding the world. Mathematics on the other hand, 

provides a coherent, adaptable, and potentially infinite set of linguistic structures that 

allows mathematicians and scientists to "describe the indescribable." 

Some theorists believe that we actually live in an information universe, that at the 

deepest level, we input the universe primarily as code, as an information pattern, that we 

learn to habitually translate and then experience in terms of sight, sound, touch, etc.  A 

computer does this in a simple way when it translates a stream of binary code 

information - a pattern of 0 and 1’s - into an animated visual display on a computer 

screen. We as humans do something very similar when we read an engaging story, where 

the text presents us with an arrangement of arbitrary shapes (letters and numbers) 

arranged in a meaningful pattern that we ignore as such while reading, instead 

experiencing people, places and situations instead. The movie The Matrix illustrates this 

idea in an entertaining way, where the characters live in a virtual reality experienced and 

only perceived as physical, but which at its root consists of a mathematical code: 

"The Matrix is everywhere. It is all around us. Even now in this very room. You 

can see it when you look out your window. Or when you turn on your television. 

You can feel it when you go to work. When you go to church. When you pay your 

taxes. It is the world that has been pulled over your eyes to blind you from the 

truth." --Morpheus 



"But there's way too much information to decode The Matrix. You get used to it. I 

don't even see the code. All I see is Blonde, Brunette, Redhead . . ." --Cypher 

Might we tune into this mathematical universe when we dream, sensing it directly, when 

we bypass the physical senses?  (See Appendix 2 for more information on developing a 

"mathematical sense".)  If so, just as the language of mathematics allows us to more 

accurately understand the physical universe, it may allow us to also more accurately 

understand the nature of the dream universe as well. Furthermore, might we, like the 

hero in The Matrix, find a way to perceive the mathematical universe underlying the 

dreamscapes that we usually perceive? To this question at least, the dreams of 

Ramanujan, who many consider the most gifted mathematician ever born, might provide 

an answer. (9-12) 

Although Ramanujan could not explain how he arrived at his deep insights in 

mathematical terms, he did say many of his discoveries came to him in dreams, and that 

he had a morning ritual of awakening and writing them down. Ramanujan said that 

Namagiri, the Hindu Goddess of creativity, visited him in his dreams and wrote 

"equations on his tongue." He felt that zero represented Absolute Reality, and that 

infinity represented the many manifestations of that Reality. Ramanujan felt that each 

mathematical discovery brought him a step closer to understanding the spiritual universe. 

He once told a friend, "An equation for me has no meaning unless it expresses a thought 

of God." 

Of course, one might expect mathematicians to dream about mathematics! (13)  But what 

about mathematical dreams that happen spontaneously, to people who may have little 

interest - and even less background - in mathematics? 

Like this one (note: all dreams used with permission): 

The Meaning of the Universe Dream 

(slightly abridged) 

Keelin, June 22, 1988 

"I am standing quietly alone in a room when I become aware that I am dreaming. 

( . . . ) Outside, the evening is clear and quiet with stars shining brightly. I float 

comfortably on my back, gazing up at the heavens. I notice the moon is not 

visible and assume it has already gone down. I’d like to see it, though, and figure 

that if I rise high enough I should be able to. Immediately I begin to ascend, still 

in the same position. ( . . . ) 

I decide at this point to visit the moon. I hold my hands out in front of me and fly 

upwards into the sky. Moving more and more rapidly, soon I sense a roundish 

shape appearing behind my hands. I lower my hands, expecting to see the moon. 

The shock of what I see is very dramatic and startling: It is not the moon at all, 



but quite clearly it is the planet Earth! It is an exquisitely lovely vision, a gem 

glowing in soft greens and blues with swirling whites against the sable sky. ( . . . ) 

I became so excited that I have to remind myself to calm down again, fully aware 

that if I lose my balance I will awaken. I shift my focus to my surroundings: I am 

floating in the midst of a vast, limitless darkness that is at the same time brilliant 

with countless stars, and very much alive. This aliveness is somehow almost 

audible: I feel I am "hearing" with my entire being, sensing the "deafening 

silence" as in a deep forest. This is an exquisitely wonderful place to be. 

Now I am beginning to move away from the stars and earth, which becomes 

smaller and smaller until it disappears. Soon I am seeing entire solar systems and 

galaxies, moving and spinning harmoniously, growing smaller and smaller as 

they, too, gradually fade into the distance. I hover in space totally amazed. There 

is a profound sense of eternal energy everywhere. 

Again I remember the experiment and decide to try a question. I feel rather 

uncertain of how to put it and wish I had given more thought to formulating the 

question. But the moment seems most auspicious and I don’t want to miss this 

opportunity, so I ask, "What’s the meaning of the Universe?" this sounds too 

presumptuous so I rephrase the question, and ask, "May I know the meaning of 

the Universe?" 
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The answer comes in a wholly unexpected form. Something is emerging from 

the darkness. It looks like some kind of living molecular model or 

mathematical equation – an extremely complex, three-dimensional network 

of  [brilliant orange] fine lines glowing like neon lights. (emphasis added) It’s 

unfolding itself, multiplying, constantly changing, filling up the Universe with 

increasingly complex structures and interrelationships.  

This growing movement is not erratic but consistent and purposeful, rapid but at 

the same time unhurried, determined. When it has expanded beyond me, 

continuing to multiply, I think of returning to the ordinary world. 

When almost back, I call out a very sincere "Thank you! Thank you!" to the 

Universe for the spectacular vision. I awake with wonder, excitement and delight, 

as well as renewed and deeply moving respect of the Universe." 

Comment from the Dreamer: "This experience left me with a renewed feeling 

of awe and respect for the nature and splendor and creative energy force of the 

Universe. It’s as if I was seeing the invisible relationships connecting all things-

the intimate molecular level superimposed over the vast and limitless 

Universe. . . . As for the mathematical angle. What a surprise that was! To put it 

simply, I was educated at the other end of the campus (UCLA) -- though I often 

dashed from art class to psych classes at the science end. Had I given prior 

thought to the question posed in the dream, I might have had time to 

wonder/imagine what might appear. And what I might well have expected would 

have been a show of color, shape, movement, even music or dance. But 

MATH?!? Yikes! So when I note in the report that the imagery went beyond me, 

that observation can also be taken metaphorically."   

Now compare Keelin's dream with the dreams described below - a series in which the 

dreamer also tunes into a mathematical matrix,  but to which the dreamer reacted quite 

differently: 

Computer/Math Matrix 

Bettie Kielty  

(dream night not dated - sometime between 1995-1998) 

"In the dream state I found myself watching what appeared to be a series of 

mathematical equations or a computer program or even a musical score [black 

equations on a white background]. The written material just seemed to roll before 

my eyes, then I sensed myself becoming part of the process, in a strange almost 

unexplainable way I became the "code". I didn’t like it; I felt uncomfortable and 

woke up. I sat up in bed, then after a few minutes went back to sleep again, only 

to find myself again involved in some kind of coding process. I again woke 

myself up stayed away a wee bit longer, then back to sleep, and once again 



encountered the same dream process. Once again I wake myself up but this time 

in an attempt to break the continuity I get out of bed walk around the room in an 

effort to "shake-off" the dream, only to find that when I again went to sleep the 

process began all over again. I do not remember the outcome of the third entry 

into this specific dream. 

I have never experienced re-entering a dream experience once let alone three 

times, and there have been many dreams I have awakened from after which I 

have attempted to re-enter the experience, but without success. 

Comment: Like Keelin,  Bettie does not have a mathematical background, but 

unlike her, she found her matrix experience very unpleasant - perhaps because it 

occurred spontaneously and unexpectedly, and not in answer to an intentional 

question about the nature of reality.  And while Keelin saw the code from the 

outside-in, Bettie experienced it in a much more intimate way from the indie-out 

- she became the code.   Even so, the two accounts have definite similarities. 

[To see more mathematical dreams, see Appendix 3.] 

Unfortunately, resistance to the advantages of mathematics in understanding and in 

describing the physical world - let alone dreams - remains high.  Most people still agree 

with Woodrow Wilson who wrote: "The natural man inevitably rebels against 

mathematics, a mild form of torture that could only be learned by painful processes or 

drill."  Yet perhaps if we can learn to overcome this prejudice, we can learn to perceive a 

universe - to enter a universe - of virtually unexplored potentialities.   A universe almost, 

but not quite, undreamed of. 

Have you had mathematical dreams? Please share your dreams and thoughts on the 

"Enter the Matrix: Exploring the Source Code of Dreams" discussion thread! 
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The Elegant Universe (Three part NOVA series on Superstring theory) 

Hyperspace 

The Matrix (Original) 

Appendix 1  

The Unreasonable Effectiveness of Mathematics 

"How can it be that mathematics, being after all a product of human thought 

independent of experience, is so admirably adapted to the objects of reality?" 

Albert Einstein (5) 

"The miracle of the appropriateness of the language of mathematics for the 

formulation of the laws of physics is a wonderful gift which we neither 

understand nor deserve. We should be grateful for it and hope that it will remain 

valid in future research and that it will extend, for better or for worse, to our 

pleasure, even though perhaps also to our bafflement, to wide branches of 

learning." Eugene Wignor  (12)  

\ 

"The really astonishing thing about this and some other equations of 

mathematical physics is that a physical platitude, when subjected to 

mathematical reason, should furnish unforeseen information which is anything 

but platitudinous." E. T. Bell (5) 

 

"As a man who has devoted his whole life to the most clear- headed science, to 

the study of matter, I can tell you as the result of my research about the atoms 

this much: 

 

"THERE IS NO MATTER AS SUCH!" 

 

All matter originates and exists only by virtue of a force which brings the 

particles of an atom to vibration and holds this most minute solar system of the 

atom together. We must assume behind this force the existence of a conscious and 

intelligent mind. This mind is the matrix of all matter." Max Planck  

 

"So what is reality, one more time? An incompressible computation by a fractal 

CA [CA = Cellular Automaton] of inconceivable dimensions. And where is this 

huge computation taking place? Everywhere; it's what we're made of." Rudy 

Rucker (the concluding sentence in Mind Tools: The Five Levels of 

Mathematical Reality.) 



 

(From: http://www.mcs.surrey.ac.uk/Personal/R.Knott/Fibonacci/fibnat.html ) 

Appendix 2  

On Developing a Mathematical Sense 

"Mathematics seems to endow one with something like a new sense." Charles 

Darwin (5) 

http://www.mcs.surrey.ac.uk/Personal/R.Knott/Fibonacci/fibnat.html


"Mathematical objects and facts (or at least something in them) exist objectively 

and independently of our mental acts and decisions. . . . There are more 

similarities than differences between sense perceptions and the perceptions of 

concepts. In fact, physical objects are perceived more indirectly than concepts. 

The analog of perceiving sense objects from different angles is the perception of 

different logically equivalent concepts." Kurt Gödel (6)  

"We've got to be careful, I think, not to confuse mathematical reality with 

evidence of mathematical regularities in the world. When I speak of the 

independent existence of mathematical reality, I do not locate it in physical 

reality. . . . The mathematician develops a special sense, I think - irreducible to 

sight, hearing, or touch - that allows him to perceive a reality every bit as 

constraining as physical reality, but one that is far more stable than physical 

reality for not being located in space-time. Exploring the geography of 

mathematics, little by little the mathematician perceives the contours of an 

incredibly rich world." Alain Connes (7) 
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An excerpt from  from Chapter 23, "The Twins", in Oliver Sacks' The Man Who 

Mistook His Wife For a Hat , pp. 185-203 Summit Books, New York 1985 

"All the numbers, the six figure numbers, which the twins had exchanged, were 

primes - i.e., numbers that could be evenly divided by no other whole number 

than itself or one. Had they somehow seen or possessed such a book as mine - or 

were they, in some unimaginable way, themselves 'seeing' primes, in somewhat 

the same way as they had 'seen' 111-ness or triple 37-ness? Certainly they could 

not be calculating them - they could calculate nothing. 

 

I returned to the ward the next day, carrying the precious book of primes with me. 

I again found them closeted in their numerical communion, but this time, without 

saying anything, I quietly joined them. They were taken aback at first, but when I 

made no interruption, they resumed their 'game' of six-figure primes. After a few 

minutes I decided to join in, and ventured a number, an eight-figure prime. They 

both turned towards me, then suddenly became still, with a look of intense 

concentration and perhaps wonder on their faces. There was a long pause - the 

longest I had ever known them to make, it must have lasted a half-minute or more 

- and then suddenly, simultaneously, they both broke into smiles. 

 

They had, after some unimaginable internal process of testing, suddenly seen my 

own eight-digit number as a prime - and this was manifestly a great joy, a double 

joy, to them: first because I had introduced a new plaything, a prime of an order 

they had never previously encountered; and secondly, because it was evident that 

I had seen what they were doing, that I liked it, that I admired it, and that I could 

join in myself. 

 

They drew apart slightly, making room for me, a new number playmate, a third in 

their world. Then John, who always took the lead, thought for a very long time - 

it must have been at least five minutes, though I dared not move, and scarcely 

breathed - and brought out a nine-figure number; and after a similar time his twin 

Michael responded with a similar one. And then I, in my turn, after a surreptitious 

look in my book, added my own rather dishonest contribution, a ten-figure prime 

I found in my book. 

 

There was again, and for even longer, a wondering, still silence; and then John, 

after a prodigious internal contemplation brought out a twelve-figure number. I 

had no way of checking this, and could not respond, because my own book - 

which as far as I knew, was unique of its kind - did not go beyond ten-figure 

primes. . . . There is no simple method, for primes of this order - and yet the twins 

were doing it." 

Mathematician E. Bombieri commenting on the twins: 

"It is hard for me to hear this story without feeling awe and astonishment at the 

workings of the brain. But I wonder: Do my nonmathematical friends have the 



same response? Do they have any inkling how bizarre, how prodigious and even 

otherworldly was the singular talent th twins so naturally enjoyed? Are they 

aware that mathematicians have been struggling for centuries to come up with 

away to do what John and Michael did spontaneously: to generate and recognize 

prime numbers? Or can most people do little more than shrug and perhaps 

secretly imagine that a real mathematician would find what the twins did no more 

taxing or worthy of attention than performing long division in one's head?" (from 

"Prime Territory: Exploring the Infinite Landscape at the Base of the Number 

System," The Sciences, Sept/Oct 1992) 

 

Appendix 3 

(More Mathematical Dreams . . . ) 

Mandelbrot Space Dream 

©2004 E. W. Kellogg III, Ph.D 

11/02/02 "In a lucid dream I find myself in a large rectangular room, 20’X15’X 

10’ or so, very little furniture, mostly white, with a man who reminds me of 

Michael J. Fox in the "Back to the Future" movies. A dark gray being, slightly 

glossy and about six inches tall, appears on the floor in front of me. It has an oval 

shape and "stands" erect. It reminds me of a beetle, but I see no legs, only a 

somewhat flattened lozenge shape. It introduces itself to me as the Mandelbrot 

Series, and asks me if I would like to experience it's space. I agree, and it 

somehow reaches out, and I find myself floating in the middle of the room I think, 

but transformed. Everything has changed, nothing appears or feels solid, 

including me. I get a sense of chaos, of confusing array of alternities, for example 

the central edge of a wall has other less defined edges on either side, with less 

defined edges outside of these etc., making for soft insubstantial boundaries. I get 

a sense of violent notion, of vibration, though I don’t see anything moving exactly 

in any obvious way . . . 

Everything seems both chaotic and defined - a fuzzy logic space of probabilities. 

(Note: it might come close to duplicating what I saw, but not what I felt, using 

multiple exposures photography, taken with random time lapse intervals on a 

stationary camera, of 20’X15’X 10’ room mechanically vibrated so as to move 6" 

or more up and down, back and forth, right and left). 

My body also feels like a body-shaped vibrating cloud of possibilities - with 

everything else going on, I can hardly make sense of anything. Out loud I ask my 

guide for the components of the room to stabilize more - it does. Now it looks 

much more recognizably like the room I started in, although it still ‘vibrates’ 

multiple probabilities simultaneously, but not so violently, at a much lower 

amplitude. The space has no feeling of gravity - I move around, but don’t feel like 



I float, just that I change position. RWPR." 

Comment: Before going to bed, I had begun re-reading Flatland by Edwin A. Abbott.) I 

had seen a reference to the "Mandelbrot Maze" when reading Arthur C. Clarke’s 3001 

book a few days earlier, but only vaguely understood at the time that Mandelbrot had 

something to do with fractals.   

(Also,  have a look at The Matrix Code Dream and Matrix Code Graphic in the 2004 

PsiberDreaming Art Gallery.  The full size image may help you get a feel for the 

"Mandelbrot Universe" I experienced. ) 

 

"To Infinity and Beyond!": Part 1 

DREAM REPORT: APRIL 12, 2004 

by Justin M. Tombe 

INTRODUCTION: This dream occurred during an 8 week lucid dreaming course 

taught by Ed Kellogg. Members were given dream tasks on a weekly basis, to complete 

upon becoming lucid in the dream state. The task for the week during which this dream 

occurred was to go "to Infinity and Beyond." Mathematical, numerological, and esoteric 

perspectives on infinity were considered, and dreamers were encouraged to incorporate 

these concepts into their dream practice. 

JUSTIN'S DREAM: "I found myself in the a room similar to the one in the barn 

where I live, inspecting the worm beds we keep there (I raise worms in WPR.) A 

friend of mine was with me, and as we discussed the health of the beds I noticed 

one was mysteriously empty. This puzzled me, but I disregarded this and 

continued on. Looking back a second time, I saw that all the beds were empty, 

which was alarming and confounding. I then realized that I dreamed, exclaiming 

to my friend, "it's O.K., this is just a dream." I then remembered my dream task 

and flew up out of the room. I looked back one last time over my shoulder to see 

a hazy image of my friend standing in the room, looking around in a confused 

manner. 

 

I turned my attention to the dream task, and repeated "to Infinity and Beyond!" 

several times, and then became aware that I was now floating in a vast emptiness. 

I was clearly aware of my (dream) body, but all else was emptiness, void. Sound, 

light, color, movement were all absent in all directions in what FELT like an 

infinite distance. Finding this somewhat disappointing, I decided to try another 

approach suggested in our group. I traced the mathematical symbol Aleph Null 

with my hand in the space in front of me, and immediately became aware of a 

whole new subset of perceptions, existing simultaneous and implicate to the 

empty void. This new perceptual data was in the form of a churning, turbulent 
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"sea" of geometric wave fronts, emerging from a multiplicity of points, spiraling 

and unfolding in distinct motions, interpenetrating each other on multiple 

dimensions, and then falling away, or dispersing into fractal fragments. Each 

wave seemed to have its own unique geometry, much of it fractal, and rate and 

manner of unfolding. In addition, the leading edges were composed of bands of 

color, much like a rainbow, but with astonishing diversity, and the each also 

resonated a tone or set of tones. Surprisingly, the whole array somehow conveyed 

a sense of being very subtle, and in some fashion encoded, implicate, or beneath 

the surface of the vast emptiness. 

 

Deciding that I'd completed the task, and had enough of infinity for my tastes, I 

decided to try to contact Ed Kellogg while in the dream state. I formed the 

intention to do so, and then found myself in a room of some kind. The walls were 

wooden panels, and the ceiling seemed low, or vaulted slightly near the walls, 

giving me the impression of an attic or upstairs room. The decor gave the 

impression of a den or reading room, with Persian rugs on the floor and antique 

tables, chest and other furniture around. The whole room seemed cluttered, 

although not disorderly, and there was an eclectic collection of statuettes, books, 

wooden boxes and other eccentric objects. 

 

I found a mirror in the room, and seated myself in front of it and began chanting 

"I want to contact Ed Kellogg." As I did so, images began to form in the mirror, 

churning and vapor like, they coalesced into different archetypal figures: forest 

god, priestess, helmeted warrior, bearded sage, mother goddess, etc. The details 

were vague, but the impressions were distinct. An Indian raga began to be 

audible, emanating from the mirror and pulsing into a louder, clearer volume. I 

became aware that I could hear each Sanskrit syllable clearly, and began to 

articulate them along with the singing voice in a form of auto-singing, though I 

did not know their meaning. A figure began to coalesce in the mirror, of a human 

head and shoulders, clearly masculine. At this point I became aware of a source 

of light penetrating the dream state, and realized that it was from the waking 

physical reality, filtering through my eyelids. I reached out and grabbed onto a 

table in the dream world, trying to stabilize the dream. This seemed to work 

momentarily, but upon returning my attention to the mirror, I woke completely." 

 

Comment: Several interesting factors were brought to light after further exploration. Of 

note, this entire dream sequence happened between 7:00 and 7:08 AM (between when 

my alarm first sounded and the snooze went off.) This indicates that my perception of the 

passing of time was occurring at a different rate in the dream state then as measured by 

the clock in WPR. 



 

The Matrix Code 
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5/04/04, ( Fully Lucid.) "Inside a school environment, I leave a classroom and 

walk down a corridor. I realize that I dream and remember my task to try to see 

"the matrix code" possibly embedded behind the surface appearance of dreams. I 

try to use a memorized incantation: "By the power of Alkahest / Let the Matrix 

Code visibly manifest!" I find the chant hard to remember the first time through, 

and verbally sort of stumble through it. On my second attempt I remember it 

clearly and chant it fairly smoothly, with better Kavanah. (focused intent and 

alignment). Afterwards I notice that the dream environment and objects look 

different, but still not code like shapes. The dream scene dissolves into a sort of 

gray void, and I feel myself waking up. I hold onto the kinesthetics to stay in the 

dream, and the dream scene reappears. I encounter a short fit man who looks in 

his thirties. He identifies himself as "Bruce Lee", and tells me had not really died. 

I doubt his claim, as he looks Caucasian not Asian, but for fun I challenge him to 

spar, shouting "Matrix moves!" as we begin, remembering the martial arts scene 

from the movie. I block his attack easily, and retaliate with a side kick. (I briefly 

wake up in physical reality, having physically kicked the covers. But I don't 



move, and almost immediately fall asleep and back into the lucid dream.) 

 

I follow [Bruce Lee] down a corridor. I decide to try a simpler approach to 

accomplishing this task, and simply chant "See the Matrix!" again and again. The 

dream scene begins to fade to gray again, but I stay in the dream by focusing on 

the kinesthetic sensation of a object I hold in my hand. My vision clears, and now 

I see myself in what looks like a small town movie set, false front houses, pastel 

colors, a simpler less detailed simulation. It comes more into focus and resolves 

into a small rural town set. I see a few houses, a trailer, and a small general 

store style post office, missing the street side wall. On the gray post office box 

wall inside the post office I see a "just married" sign, black letters on white. 

Across the street a see a large star sign on a white background. It looks strange, 

chaotic, hard to resolve or focus on. The star has eight, or perhaps ten points. 

The octagonal(?) star has multiple lines, three or more, slightly offset, and in 

different colors for different sections, dark green , dark blue, dark red, perhaps 

some brown. A "man" dressed in white comes out of the "post office" carrying a 

tool box. He has on a white cap - I really only see man shaped clothes, moving 

without a body. On the white clothes in stark contrast I see lines of small black 

letters and numbers, covering about 5% of the surface. Dream matrix code? I try 

to ask the "man" for information, but when I do so "he" falls apart, leaving only a 

pile of clothing. I look in the white canvas tool bag, and remove a "white 

washcloth" with a line of black code on it. I get the impression of small black 

numbers and letters, but do not, or can not, look at them closely enough to 

recognize them or identify them. RWPR". 

 

Comment: I created this dream task as a way of possibly exploring the 

possibility of a non-sensory information universe. Some have speculated that at 

the deepest level, we input the universe primarily as code, an information pattern, 

a code that we learn to habitually translate and then experience in terms of sight, 

sound, touch, etc. Your computer does this in a simple way when it translates a 

stream of binary code information - a pattern of 0 and 1’s - into an animated 

visual display on your computer screen. We as humans do something very similar 

when we read an engaging story, where the text presents us with an arrangement 

of arbitrary shapes (letters and numbers ) arranged in a meaningful pattern that 

we ignore as such while reading, instead experiencing people, places and 

situations instead. Some believe that a similar situation might also applies to our 

waking and dreaming lives. Cypher described this possible situation pretty 

entertainingly in first "Matrix" movie: "But there's way too much information to 

decode the matrix. You get used to it. I don't even see the code. All I see is 

Blonde, Brunette, Redhead . . ." 

 

In "The Matrix Code' graphic I did my best to reproduce the "chaotic star" 

symbol that showed up towards the end of the dream, as it certainly seemed the 

most significant and strange thing that showed up after I did my chant. I feel I 

succeeded fairly well. In the dream, I felt that it symbolized the matrix code as a 

whole - it belonged to a different order of existence than did anything else that I 



experienced in the dreamscape. Just looking at the graphic gives me a weird 

unsettled feeling, as if I look at something "not right", that does not properly 

belong in either the waking or the dreaming world. 

____________ 

Dr. Ed Kellogg has published numerous papers in fields as diverse 

as the biochemistry of aging, bioelectricity, general semantics, lucid 

dreaming, voluntary controls, and the phenomenology of 

consciousness. A proficient lucid dreamer himself, he has studied 

lucid dreaming and its applications for over 20 years from the 

"inside-out", and has a long-standing interest in the phenomenology of 

dreaming.  He directs The Phenomenological Laboratory in Ashland, Oregon. 
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